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Title 

1-2-3 magic : effective discipline for children 2-12 / Thomas W. Phelan, PhD. 

438 days : an extraordinary true story of survival at sea / Jonathan Franklin. 

50 more ways to soothe yourself without food / Susan Albers, PsyD. 

9 presidents who screwed up America : and four who tried to save her / Brion McClanahan. 

A brief history of creation : science and the search for the origin of life / Bill Mesler and H. James 
Cleaves II. 

A cancer in the family : take control of your genetic inheritance / Theodora Ross, M.D., PH.D. 

A doctor in the house : my life with Ben Carson / Candy Carson. 

Always loyal / Michael Stokes. 

Amazing truths : how science and the Bible agree / Michael Guillen, PhD. 

American governor : Chris Christie's bridge to redemption / Matt Katz. 

Andy Warhol was a hoarder : inside the minds of history's great personalities / Claudia Kalb. 

Architecture 101 / Nicole Bridge. 

Beating the college debt trap : getting a degree without going broke / Alex Chediak, Alex Chediak. 

Better than before : mastering the habits of our everyday lives / Gretchen Rubin. 

Between the world and me / Ta-Nehisi Coates. 

Binge / Tyler Oakley. 

Bio-young : get younger at a cellular and hormonal level / Roxy Dillon, BSc, MSc. 

Bone broth : 101 essential recipes and age-old remedies to heal your body / Quinn Farrar Wilson. 

Breaking the chains of gravity : the story of spaceflight before NASA / Amy Shira Teitel. 

Broad influence : how women are changing the way America works / Jay Newton-Small, Washington 
correspondent, Time Magazine. 

Bulletproof : the cookbook : lose up to a pound a day, increase your energy, and end your cravings for 
good / Dave Asprey. 

Buyer's remorse : how Obama let progressives down / Bill Press. 

City of thorns : nine lives in the world's largest refugee camp / Ben Rawlence. 

Cobain on Cobain : interviews and encounters / edited by Nick Soulsby. 

Cure : a journey into the science of mind over body / Jo Marchant. 

Design your day : be more productive, set better goals, and live life on purpose / Claire Diaz-Ortiz. 

Dictator / Robert Harris. 

Dog love / Ann DeVito. 

Dude making a difference : bamboo bikes, dumpster dives and other extreme adventures across 
America / Rob Greenfield. 

Earnhardt nation : the full-throttle saga of NASCAR's first family / Jay Busbee. 

Essential oils for a clean and healthy home / Kasey Schwartz. 

Excellent Daughters : the Secret Lives of Young Women Who are Transforming the Arab World / 
Katherine Zoepf. 

Exit right : the people who left the Left and reshaped the American century / Daniel Oppenheimer. 



Failures of imagination : the deadliest threats to our homeland--and how to thwart them / U.S. 
Congressman Michael McCaul ; Chairman, Homeland Security Committee, U.S. House of 
Representatives. 

Fake missed connections : divorce, online dating, and other failures / a memoir by Brett Fletcher 
Lauer. 

Fast into the night : a woman, her dogs, and their journey north on the Iditarod Trail / Debbie Clarke 
Moderow. 

Five dollars and a pork chop sandwich : vote buying and the corruption of democracy / Mary Frances 
Berry. 

For the love : fighting for grace in a world of impossible standards / Jen Hatmaker. 

Free refills : a doctor confronts his addiction / Peter Grinspoon, M.D. 

Fresh start : the new you begins today / Joel Osteen. 

GuantÃ¡namo diary / Mohamedou Ould Slahi ; edited by Larry Siems. 

Heroines of Mercy Street : the real nurses of the Civil War / Pamela D. Toler, PhD. 

History of slavery / Susanne Everett. 

Hitler's forgotten children / Ingrid von Oelhafen & Tim Tate ; with Dorothee Schmitz-Koster. 

How not to die : discover the foods scientifically proven to prevent and reverse disease / Michael 
Greger, M.D. with Gene Stone. 

In a different key : the story of autism / John Donvan, Caren Zucker. 

Integration nation : immigrants, refugees, and America at its best / Susan E Eaton and the One Nation 
Indivisible Writer's Group. 

Iran : ally or enemy : Persian Empire, pariah state, nuclear partner. 

Judas : the most hated name in history / Peter Stanford. 

Keto in 28 : the ultimate low-carb, high-fat weight-loss solution / Michelle Hogan ; foreword by Susan 
Zogheib, RD. 

Level up your life : how to unlock adventure and happiness by becoming the hero of your own story / 
Steve Kamb, founder of NerdFitness.com. 

Life and times of Frederick Douglass / Frederick Douglass ; introduction by Henry Louis Gates. 

Listful thinking : using lists to be more productive, highly successful and less stressed / by Paula Rizzo ; 
foreword by Julie Morgenstern. 

Lit up : one reporter, three schools, twenty-four books that can change lives / David Denby. 

Little victories : perfect rules for imperfect living / Jason Gay. 

Living mindfully : at home, at work, and in the world / Deborah Schoeberlein David, M.Ed. ; with 
David Panakkal, M.D. 

Love : the psychology of attraction / Leslie Becker-Phelps Ph.D. ; with Megan Kaye. 

Loving Amy : a mother's story / Janis Winehouse. 

Maggie Smith : a biography / Michael Coveney. 

Marriage boot camp : defeat the top 10 marriage killers and build a rock-solid relationship / Elizabeth 
and James Carroll. 

Medical medium : secrets behind chronic and mystery illness and how to finally heal / Anthony 
William. 

Midnight in broad daylight : a Japanese American family caught between two worlds / Pamela Rotner 
Sakamoto. 

Misty Copeland : power and grace / photographs by Richard Corman ; [introduction by Cindy Bradley ; 
all quotes attributed to Misty Copeland]. 



Modern romance / Aziz Ansari with Eric Klinenberg. 

On my own / Diane Rehm. 

One child : the story of China's most radical experiment / Mei Fong. 

One hundred million years of food : what our ancestors ate and why it matters today / Stephen Le. 

Originals : how non-conformists move the world / Adam Grant. 

Outsider in the House;"Outsider in the White House / Bernie Sanders with Huck Gutman ; afterword 
by John Nichols." 

Pandemic : tracking contagions, from cholera to ebola and beyond / Sonia Shah. 

People get ready : the fight against a jobless economy and a citizenless democracy / Robert W. 
McChesney and John Nichols. 

Political animals : how our Stone Age brain gets in the way of smart politics / Rick Shenkman. 

Pretty happy : healthy ways to love your body / Kate Hudson, with Billie Fitzpatrick. 

Raising grateful kids in an entitled world : how one family learned that saying no can lead to life's 
biggest yes / Kristen Welch. 

Raising Ryland : our story of parenting a transgender child with no strings attached / Hillary 
Whittington with Kristine Gasbarre. 

Reclaim your brain : how to calm your thoughts, heal your mind, and bring your life back under 
control / Joseph A. Annibali ; [foreword by Daniel G. Amen]. 

Russia: Putin's playground, empire, revolution, and the new Tsar / Anastasia Edel. 

Scarlet women : the scandalous lives of courtesans, concubines, and royal mistresses / Ian Graham. 

So as I was saying ----- : my somewhat eventful life / Frank Mankiewicz with Joel L. Swerdlow, PH.D. 

Stories I tell myself : growing up with Hunter S. Thompson / Juan F. Thompson. 

Suspicious minds : why we believe conspiracy theories / Rob Brotherton. 

Teach yourself visually Windows 10 / Paul McFedries. 

The 30-day sobriety solution : how to cut back or quit drinking in the privacy of your own home / Jack 
Canfield and Dave Andrews. 

The American patriot's handbook : the writings, history, and spirit of a free nation / George Grant. 

The anatomy of addiction : what science and research tell us about the true causes, best preventive 
techniques, and most successful treatments / Akikur Mohammad, MD. 

The battle for Room 314 : my year of hope and despair in a New York City high school / Ed Boland. 

The Bible doesn't say that : 40 biblical mistranslations, misconceptions, and other misunderstandings 
/ Dr. Joel M. Hoffman. 

The collapse of parenting : how we hurt our kids when we treat them like grown-ups ; the three 
things you must do to help your child or teen become a fulfilled adult / Leonard Sax, M.D., Ph.D. 

The conservative's handbook : defining the right position on issues from A to Z / Phil Valentine. 

The COPD solution : a proven 10- week program for living and breathing better with chronic lung 
disease / Dawn Lesley Fielding. 

The crippler : cage fighting and my life on the edge / by Chris Leben, with Daniel J. Patinkin. 

The encyclopedia of crystals, herbs, and new age elements. 

The fight to vote / Michael Waldman. 

The future we want : radical ideas for a new century / edited by Sarah Leonard and Bhaskar Sunkara. 

The green and the black : the complete story of the shale revolution, the fight over fracking, and the 
future of energy / Gary Sernovitz. 



The Hubble cosmos : 25 years of new vistas in space / David DeVorkin and Robert W. Smith ; in 
association with the Smithsonian National Air and Space Museum. 

The importance of being little : what preschoolers really need from grownups / Erika Christakis. 

The index card : why personal finance doesn't have to be complicated / Helaine Olen and Harold 
Pollack. 

The insulin resistance solution : reverse pre-diabetes, repair your metabolism, shed belly fat, and 
prevent diabetes - with more than 75 recipes / Rob Thompson, M.D., author of The glycemic-load 
diet, with more the 75 recipes by Dana Carpender. 

The lost airman : a true story of escape from Nazi-occupied France / by Seth Meyerowitz ; with Peter 
F. Stevens. 

The lovers : Afghanistan's Romeo & Juliet : the true story of how they defied their families and 
escaped an honor killing / Rod Nordland. 

The Mediterranean table : simple recipes for healthy living on the Mediterranean diet. 

The movie book / Danny Leigh, Consultant Editor. 

The Nalini method : transform your mind and body : 7 workouts for 7 moods / Rupa Mehta. 

The negative calorie diet : lose up to 10 pounds in 10 days with 10 all you can eat foods / Rocco 
DiSpirito. 

The paper trail : an unexpected history of a revolutionary invention / Alexander Monro. 

The power of I am : two words that will change your life today / Joel Osteen. 

The pregnancy encyclopedia : all your questions answered / consultant editor, Paula Amato, M.D. ; 
editor-in-chief, Dr. Chandrima Biswas, consultant obstetrician. 

The princess diarist / Carrie Fisher. 

The road taken : the history and future of America's infrastructure / Henry Petroski. 

The road to Little Dribbling : adventures of an American in Britain / Bill Bryson. 

The shred power cleanse : eat clean, get lean, burn fat / Ian K. Smith. 

The sound of gravel : a memoir / Ruth Wariner. 

The soup cleanse : a revolutionary detox of nourishing soups and healing broths from the founders of 
Soupure / Angela Blatteis and Vivienne Vella with Rachel Holtzman ; foreword by Nada Milosavljevic, 
MD, JD, Director, Integrative Health Program Massachusetts General Hospital. 

The Tabasco cookbook : 125 years of America's favorite pepper sauce / by Paul McIlhenny ; with 
Barbara Hunter. 

The U.S. Navy  : a concise history / Craig L. Symonds. 

The urban monk : Eastern wisdom and modern hacks to stop time and find success, happiness, and 
peace / Pedram Shojai, OMD, creator of well.org. 

The whole coconut cookbook : vibrant dairy-free, gluten-free recipes featuring nature's most versatile 
ingredient / Nathalie Fraise ; photography by Erin Scott. 

The Whole30 : the 30-day guide to total health and food freedom / Melissa Hartwig and Dallas 
Hartwig ; with Chef Richard Bradford ; photography by Alexandra Grablewski. 

The women of Christmas : experience the season afresh with Elizabeth, Mary, and Anna / Liz Curtis 
Higgs. 

The world almanac and book of facts 2016 / senior editor:  Sarah Janssen. 

The world of Vikings / by Justin Pollard ; foreword by Michael Hirst. 

Thing explainer : complicated stuff in simple words / Randall Munroe. 

This too shall suck : the story of one man's transformation from a complete loser into not quite as 
much of a loser  / Matt Graham. 



Too dumb to fail : how the GOP betrayed the Reagan revolution to win elections (and how it can 
reclaim its conservative roots) / Matt K. Lewis. 

Turn your mate into your soulmate : a practical guide to happily ever after / Arielle Ford. 

Turning the tables : from housewife to inmate and back again / Teresa Giudice with K.C. Baker. 

UFO hunters. Book one / William J. Birnes. 

Under our skin : getting real about race - and getting free from the fears and frustrations that divide 
us / Benjamin Watson with Ken Petersen. 

Undocumented : a Dominican boy's odyssey from a homeless shelter to the Ivy League / Dan-el 
Padilla Peralta. 

Untangled : guiding teenage girls through the seven transitions into adulthood / Lisa Damour, Ph. D. 

War music : an account of Homer's Iliad / Christopher Logue ; editor's preface and editor's notes by 
Christopher Reid. 

When breath becomes air / Paul Kalanithi ; foreword by Abraham Verghese. 

Why not me? / Mindy Kaling. 

Why we snap : understanding the rage circuit in your brain / R. Douglas Fields, PhD. 

Wired for dating : how understanding neurobiology and attachment style can help you find your ideal 
mate / Stan Tatkin, PsyD, MFT ; foreword by Harville Hendrix, PhD, and Helen LaKelly Hunt, PhD. 

Year of yes / Shonda Rhimes. 

You probably shouldn't write that : tips and tricks for creating an online dating profile that doesn't 
suck / Lisa Hoehn. 

 


